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Answer the following questions about "The Waste Land" by T.S.Eliot:

 The poem opens with a/n_______.

 satire  epigraph allusion  monologue

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

All the followings are included in The Waste Land, EXCEPT .................... .

The Fire Sermon  The Burial Ceremony

A Game of Chess Death by Water

2-

1. 2.

3. 4.

'Waste Land' is indeed a metaphor for ....................... .

life youth paradise modern life

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is love's function in The Waste Land?

meaningful communication mutual understanding

fulfillment of instinctive desire a fairy tale

4-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Answer the following questions about Death of Ivan Ilych by Leo Tolstoy:

 Which character does NOT represent artificial life?

Peter Ivan Gerasim Praskonya

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is Ivan's job in  Ivan Ilych?

journalist high-court judge retired judge cashier

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Answer the following questions about Blood Wedding by Federico Garcia Lorca:

In the opening scene, why does the Bridegroom take a knife?

to kill Leonardo Felix to kill a sheep

to kill his fiancé to cut some grapes to eat

7-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is Bride's duty according to Mother in Garcia Lorca's Blood Wedding?

to serve her to take care of Mother  

to work in their farm to give Bridegroom many children

8-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In Garcia Lorca's Blood Wedding, what is the Bride's idea about marriage's result?

endless bitterness endless sweetness

painstaking life endless loneliness

9-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Why does the Bridegroom's Mother is unhappy about Leonardo Felix's presence in the wedding

party?

he killed her husband she believes he will only cause sorrow

he doesn't bring any gift he is drunk

10-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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The moon is personified as______  In Garcia Lorca's Blood Wedding.

the Bride the Bridegroom's ghost

a woodcutter Leonardo's wife

11-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In Garcia Lorca's Blood Wedding, one of the woodcutters believes that the couple should be

allowed to go because ........................... .

they are destined to escape because of their blood

they are in love

the Bride cannot face the Bridegroom

if they turn back they will be killed

12-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Who does direct the Bridegroom to Bride and Leonardo in Garcia Lorca's Blood Wedding?

three woodcutter a beggar woman

a youth  Moon

13-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In Garcia Lorca's Blood Wedding, Death is represented by_______.

the Bridegroom Leonardo

the Mother a beggar woman

14-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Who for the first time reveals that the bride had an affair with Leonardo in Garcia Lorca's Blood

Wedding?

neighbor Leonardo's wife Woodcutter the Bride

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Answer the following questions about "The Garden of Forking Paths" by Jorge Luis Borges:

What is the setting of the story?

China, 6th century B.C U.S, civil war

U.K, World War I Germany, world war I

16-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In "The Garden of Forking Paths", how does  Dr.Tsun describe Germany?

modern country an industrialized country

a barbarous country a Fascist country

17-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In "The Garden of Forking Paths", Captain Richard Madden is an employee of_______.

U.S China British Empire Germany

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Answer the following questions about Six Characters in Search of an Author by Luigi Pirandello:

 Which character fits the following description?

"Fattish, alternatively mellifluous and violent. More than the others, s/he insists on staging the

characters' drama."

Step-daughter  Son Father Manager

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The play opens with ...........................

a group of actors rehearsing Pirandello's Mixing it Up

a group of characters rehearsing Pirandello's Six Characters in Search of an Author

The Manager yelling at the Leading Man

The Manager criticizing France for not sending then good comedies

20-

1.

2.

3.

4.

The play, Six Charcaters in Search of an Author, is an allegory of_______.

modern life lost traditions Pirandello's life theatre

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The following quotation is told by______ in Six Characters in Search of an Author..

"a character is always "somebody" but a man may very well be "nobody"."

Father Manager Author Son

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Answer the following questions about "Little Prince" by Saint-Exupery:

Who is the narrator of the story?

Little Prince Fox the Pilot Snake

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Where does all of the action of Metamorphosis take place.

Prague The family’s apartment

Gregor’s workplace An insane asylum

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.

"Anything essential is invisible to the eye", the above quotation is told by the ....................... in 

Little Prince.

geographer fox  lamplighter little prince

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What does "taming" mean according to the fox in Little Prince?

creating ties imprisonment quackery  malice

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Gregor metamorphosed in metamorphosis in to .................................

gigantic dog cow

a gigantic creature An unspecified bug

27-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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In Metamorphosis, Gregor reacts to the milk and bread in his room with ..........................

hatred a smile happiness shame

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In "Little Prince", 'drinking of water' at the end of the story symbolizes ....................... .

death purity

acceptation of realities spiritual fulfillment

29-

1. 2.

3. 4.

How does the family feel after Gregor dies in Metamorphosis?

Relieved and happy Bitter and resentful

Confused and angry Sad and depressed

30-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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